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Canton Youth Soccer - Passing Contidioned Games

Set Up:
3 v 1 in each area. players have to combine and then play into
stirker and they can move into final 3rd
Look to combine passes to isolate the defender. After making at
least 3 passes can the attacking pass the ball in their team mate
in the opposite half. In making this pass, team mates can join to
support in an attempt to score
Coaching Points:
Passing and moving
Communication
Support play

4v4 support play

Set Up:
3v2 flying changes, split into two teams, one team attacks the goal
with 3 player and then 2 defend, who ever shoots they then
become defender, yellow GK plays new ball to 2 black team and
they attack on 2v1. Then game restarts
Aim: To improve positive attitude to shooting and improve
technique of dribbling and passing when under pressure
Coaching Points:
Positive 1st touch
Head up
Support team mate
Pass and moveto open spaces

Flying Changes (15 mins)

Set Up:
4 v 4 into target zones. A player from each team goes into the end
zone. Once a player plays into endzone they swap with the reciever
and become target player.
Aim:
- To encourage scanning before recieving to quicken decision
making on ball
- To improve vision to play forward
Coaching Points:
- Movement to create space
- Rotation of players
- Revieve on back foot to play forward

End Zone (20 mins)



Set Up: 20x30 3v3 in the middle with two neutral players wide, two
target players high
Aim: Players can only score by playing the ball to the target man
and laying off/recieving the ball back. Wide players are on both
teams.
Coaching Points:
Wide men move with the ball
Target men try and find space
Get it into the target man quickly, be direct and use combinations.

3v3 +4 (20 mins)

Set Up: 4 v 4, score by shooting into goal (below waist), must
make two passes before shooting.
Coaching Points:
movement of support
decision making- when to dribble, pass or shoot
Pass to advance up the field if being closed down

Pass before you score (25 mins)

Set Up
40 x 40 yard area set up as shown
5v5 or 6v6, etc. accoording to number of players.
no goal keepers.
1. Designate 2 small goals per team to defend.
2. Look to pentrate (switch point of attack) with a pass quickly to
set up close shot.
3. This game will be fast paced and will create a lot of second
opportunities
Coaching Points:
1. Heads up , body position to receive, first touch, movement to
receive and support.
2. Quick reacton of whether to dribble or pass.
3. Accuracy and correct weight on pass.
4. Quick restarts (kick in).
Progression:
1. P – Remove two goals from each team so now they are only
going to one goal

4 goal game (15 mins)
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